MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
In the Community Forest, Cultural Resources can
be sustained through management practices and
planning which protect specific sites as well as
balance use with the health of native ecosystems
to preserve the natural setting. Threats to Cultural
Resources include a lack of understanding and/or
misunderstanding of Cultural Resources;
management practices and/or use conflicts which
result in detriments to known sites and the overall
health of native plant and animal communities;
and threats which degrade and/or change the
native composition, sights and soundscapes of the
natural setting.
Initial management will prioritize working with the
Nez Perce Tribe Cultural Resources Program to
establish a 30-meter protective buffer around and
further surveys of the known archeological site
which qualifies for the National Register of
Historic Places on the Community Forest. With
any archeological site, known or found, managers
will work with the Nez Perce Cultural Resources
Program and adhere to regulations and/or
regulatory bodies, including but not limited to the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and the
Oregon State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPO),
to ensure historic preservation concerns are
addressed. The goal is to seek alternatives when
effects are identified and try to avoid or minimize
any adverse effects to sites and historic
properties. The Nez Perce Tribe Cultural
Resources Program will be consulted on any
signage that might be considered to protect sites
but also risk revealing locations.
Inadvertent Discoveries Policy (IPD): While many
areas on the Community Forest most likely to see
frequent use have been surveyed in either 2016 or
2020, approximately 80% of the Community
Forest remains to be surveyed. There remains a
likelihood that sites may be discovered
inadvertently. This MP includes an IDP in the
event this occurs (see Appendix K: Inadvertent
Discoveries Policy). In the event ancestral human
remains or archeological sites are encountered or
perceived to have been encountered on the
Community Forest, land managers should ensure

that they are left in-situ within the perceived site
and protected. They should then follow the IDP to
ensure proper handling of artifacts or reburial of
human remains.
Land managers and the Management Committee
will consult the 2016 and 2020 survey reports for
areas that have and have not been surveyed when
planning future management actions or
developments on the Community Forest. If
management actions or developments are
proposed in areas that have not been surveyed,
especially actions which will disturb the surface,
land managers will consult Nez Perce Tribe’s
Cultural Resources Program to minimize risk of
disturbing unknown sites. Consultation may
include localized surveys.
Land managers and the Management Committee
will also continue to partner with Nez Perce
people and knowledge bearers to understand how
to balance uses on the Community Forest to
ensure the natural and cultural settings of the
land and sacred sites are preserved.
Prescribed fire is one tool the Nez Perce used to
manage vegetation in forest understories as well
as regenerate grasslands to improve vegetation
and forage conditions for wild game and domestic
livestock. Also, as suggested in the habitat
management section above, managing logging
and grazing uses at different intensities in some
areas and resting others at intervals can provide
economic returns while producing a diversity of
size, ages and densities across the landscape.
Where prescribed fire cannot be used, thinning
and other forestry activities can also help promote
wildfire resilience and diversity in tree sizes, ages
and densities. This diversity can be beneficial to
native plant and animal communities, though care
will be taken to ensure that disturbance from
these uses don’t introduce or exacerbate noxious
weeds or otherwise alter vegetation to the
detriment of existing native plant communities.
The Nez Perce Tribe’s Cultural Resources Program
and/or other arms of the Nez Perce Tribe’s
Natural Resources Department, including Fisheries
Management and/or Forestry and Fire
Management will be consulted as time and
resources allow and at their discretion.
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Management will also work to explore
opportunities to reestablish activities that are
traditionally central to the health of native plant
and animal communities and Nez Perce people.
Gathering of culturally significant plants is not
only an act of procuring important resources
needed to promote aboriginal activities (root
feast, traditional funerals, etc.), but also a
recognition that aboriginal gathering practices
have always been a part of the ecology of native
plant communities. Gathering is a reciprocal act of
stewardship, during which parts of plants are
harvested while others are reseeded or returned,
promoting growth. Gathering of culturally
significant plants also perpetuates stories,
language, lessons and overall identity of
indigenous people associated with those plants.
As time and resources allow, land managers will
work with Nez Perce people to inventory

vegetation through surveys or other means and
explore opportunities to reinstate traditional
practices on the land.
Management should also strive to educate users
about cultural resources. Interpretive signage and
educational materials are opportunities to
welcome and educate the public about the
Community Forest and its uses, the indigenous
landscape and cultural resources. Signage can also
be used to encourage access and pathways that
do not disturb cultural or archeological sites while
protecting and maintaining the confidentiality of
those sites. When designing educational,
interpretive and directional signage, land
managers will work with Nez Perce people and
knowledge bearers to ensure signage accurately
represents culture, protects sensitive sites and
resources and does not disclose information Nez
Perce people do not wish disclosed.

Examples of signage, courtesy of the Nez Perce Wallowa Homeland Project
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Examples of signage, courtesy of the Nez Perce Wallowa Homeland Project

MONITORING
Monitoring of cultural sites and other cultural resources will include cultural resources personnel and
knowledge bearers knowledgeable of cultural resource enhancement and preservation. The following
monitoring activities are general and are subject to change as more information is gathered about cultural
resources on the Community Forest.






Annual visit to the Community Forest to assess condition of sacred sites and assess condition and
management actions for cultural resources, such as culturally significant plants, with other uses
Conduct annual and confidential visits to any known or discovered archeological sites to ensure
documentation and preservation
When activities are proposed which will disturb the surface, conduct pre-monitoring and postmonitoring visits to determine presence/absence of cultural resources
Monitor Inadvertent Discovery sites as they may arise
In coordination with Habitat Monitoring, conduct a property-wide assessment of cultural resources to
document condition every 5 years
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Forestry
GOALS







Maintain forest health and productivity over the long term.
o Manage forest structure, species distribution and age classes appropriately to maintain
ecosystem integrity by providing the entire sere (pre-forest, young, mature, old) which in
turn maintains wildlife habitat and under-story forage.
o Maintain soil health and water quality, as well as native plant diversity, and prevent the
spread of noxious weeds.
o Restore natural patterns of fire frequency and severity to the landscape where possible –
being cognizant of the need to reduce wildfire risk transference to adjacent properties.
o Apply best available science relevant to goals and guidelines above.
Manage to obtain periodic revenue from timber production, using silvicultural prescriptions
tiered to forest health and other management goals above
Maintain recreational opportunities and provide opportunities to increase awareness among
users about fire management, forest restoration and stewardship.
Maintain roads for future management activities.
Strive to be recognized as exemplary managers under the Oregon Forest Practices Act.
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STATUS
Previous owners, the Ronald C. Yanke Family Trust, acquired the property from Ron and Linda Yanke in 1994;
Ron and Linda Yanke acquired the property from RY Timber, Inc. (a company owned by Ron and Linda Yanke)
in 1992; RY Timber, Inc. acquired the property in 1990 from the KBL Company. Prior to RY Timber ownership,
there was a timber purchase agreement between RY Timber, Inc. and the KBL Company. Bruce Dunn, an iconic
Wallowa County forester, managed the property for the Yanke Family Trust after the purchase. Timber harvest
and grazing has occurred on the property for more than 60 years. Most of the 1,229 forested acres of the
Community Forest have been harvested over the last several decades by RY Timber Inc. The property has both
forest- and rangeland. 67% of the property is forested, and the remainder is grassland. Recent timber and
grazing management strategies were documented in a plan authored primarily by Mr. Dunn, the East Moraine
Forest Management Plan, last updated in 2015. It is on file with Wallowa County, WR and WLT.
In 2020, professional forester Larry Nall collected data sufficient to draft an assessment and an initial forest
management plan pro bono. His assessment classifies the Community Forest into stands (See Appendix L:
Forest Stand Map) and points to the need for continued management. Individual stands are relatively
homogeneous areas of similar forest conditions. Stand
boundaries are often related to soils boundaries and to species
mix of trees. The stands (forest types) are outlined in red and
numbered on the Forest Type Map. The existing road system is
mapped in a yellow hashed line. The plan provides the
following information for each stand:






the acreage of that type
an estimate of volumes in MBF, trees per acre, and
average diameter
a description of insects or disease present above
endemic levels
a potential time frame for harvest
and a short summary statement of management
priority

Fifteen stand types have been delineated with nineteen
forested stands. Each forest stand type has at least a 20% cover
of trees. Forested stands cover approximately 1,229 acres
within the ownership. Remaining lands not classified as
forested include dry grasslands to the north, and lush grasslands, some with a tree cover <20% in the middle
portion. Douglas fir is the primary species, with ponderosa pine a close second. Western larch and grand fir are
minor components, while lodgepole pine is limited to the southern, higher elevation portion of the Community
Forest. Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir are incidental species and are not common. Slopes range from
gentle to 65%. The Community Forest is bounded by National Forest System lands and private homes to the
south, ranch/farm land, both dry and irrigated, to the east and north, and a heavily-traveled paved highway to
the head of Wallowa Lake on the west. During a boundary survey of the Community Forest in 2019, BGB
Surveyors reported the higher-elevation, southern boundary with Wallowa Whitman National Forest was
blazed and markings were identifiable. The Surveyor also blazed the western boundary of the OPRD parcel in
2020 where the Community Forest borders a number of residential lots. Other boundaries are also distinct.
A forestry unit from the Nez Perce Tribe volunteered to complete a forest inventory to create a summary of
current forest condition, as well as establish a permanent plot system to track changes over time, prior to the
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COVID-19 pandemic influencing life in Northeast Oregon. However, travel restrictions and general public health
guidelines precluded this work being completed.
The Nez Perce Tribe completed cultural resource surveys on the Community Forest in 2016 and 2020, focusing
primarily on legal access points, roads and trails, and areas where access and development are most likely (see
the “Cultural Resources Management” section above). Approximately 1/5th of the Community Forest has been
surveyed. The 2020 survey revealed one site on the Community Forest which is eligible for listing on the
National Registry of Historic Places. This site is located within the forestlands. Its location will not be disclosed
in this MP. It must be avoided by a 30-meter buffer until resources allow for further surveying and analysis.

While a majority of the forestlands on the Community Forest are zoned Timber/Grazing, southwest
portions of the Community Forest are zoned Resort Park with Reasons Exception Area (RP*) (see Appendix
E: Land Use Zoning Map). This zoning designation is critical to note here as it will restrict how Stand 1 can be
managed. Any forestry management in Stand 1 will have to meet specific criteria, noted in Article 56: South
Wallowa Lake; SECTION 56.030, DESIGN
STANDARDS; 09. in the Ordinance Articles of
Wallowa County’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan:
09. VEGETATION: Commercial forest practices
are not allowed. Only the trees and shrubbery
within the immediate area of the building site
and driveway may be removed to enable
permitted development. Pruning, thinning, and
removal of dead, dying, or hazardous trees shall
be permitted. Pruning or removal of trees
pursuant to a harvest/forest management plan
for forest fuel reduction or forest health may be
approved by the review authority. A map of the
property identifying trees to be removed shall
be submitted to the Planning Department for
approval prior to removal. The Director may
require an on-site inspection in which case
trees identified for removal shall be clearly
marked. Trees removed with Planning
Department approval, if found to be
merchantable, may be sold by the owner.

CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE
There are two points where vehicles can access the Community Forest. Traditionally, contractors and the public
have accessed the Community Forest at these points, which are located on the west boundary of the
Community Forest along Highway 351/Wallowa Lake Highway (colloquially known as “the green gate”) and the
east boundary of the Community Forest at the west end of Turner Lane. Predictably, “the green gate” along
the highway is more visible and sees more visitors to the Community Forest. It is also in a state of disrepair,
with wire holding some portions together. Conversations with Oregon Department of Transportation have
verified that the approach to the “the green gate” is permitted for industrial timber use, which is also sufficient
for recreational use. The gate on Turner Lane is in fair condition and includes gates for vehicles and pedestrians,
however it sits at the end of a county road with limited room to park or turn around. Adjacent landowners
have expressed concern that more frequent use could significantly damage Turner Lane.
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Internally, a network of roads and culverts provide access to stands throughout the Community Forest (See
Appendix I: Water Resources Map). There is an approximately 75’ x 75’ gravel pit located on the Community
Forest where rock was locally mined in order to maintain roads. Roads are in various states and conditions.
While some have not been used in many years and may only be passable by managers on ATV, horse or sideby-side, others are loosely monitored and managed for a variety of reasons. For example, roads from “the
green gate” and the Turner Lane gate to the crest of the East Moraine are often used by equestrians, hikers
and bikers as well as operators who have leased the Community Forest to graze cattle. A local
telecommunications company who leases ground to operate a radio tower on the southern portion of the
Community Forest also uses specific roads to maintain the tower. A comprehensive inventory of the roads, and
an assessment of their condition, as well as the condition of culverts in areas where runoff and intermittent
streams risk erosion, would provide a better understanding of which roads require maintenance. These data
are also important to planning alternate routes for recreationists when portions of the Community Forest are
likely to be closed or use is limited in order to conduct forestry or other management activities safely.

Examples of various access roads/access road conditions

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
The objective of forestry management is to identify current conditions of the various stands and propose
management recommendations for each one. An important part of owning forested property is to manage and
maintain not only the resources but also the infrastructure.
Improving and maintaining forest health is important for all of the resource uses planned for the Community
Forest. This plan identifies stands of trees and their approximate area, species mix, general stocking level,
volumes in thousands of board feet (MBF), insect and disease presence and overall tree health. Some stands
should be treated in the near term. Others should be reassessed in the near future with an eye to further stand
condition development, as well as market conditions. Most of the stands should be left to grow for the next
ten years or more. The Forest Management Goals above inform the assessment of stand conditions, and the
recommendations for each stand. For specific management recommendations for each stand, see Appendix
M: Stand Management Plan.
Two stands, totaling 145 acres, are the highest priority for management. A restoration harvest is recommended
for Stand 1 – and may generate net-income back to the Community Forest. Pre-commercial thinning is
recommended for Stand 2 – particularly if cost-share funding is available. Stand 1 is zoned R-2 and requires
consultation and/or review with the Wallowa County Planning Department in order to begin treatment.
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This Forest Management section of the
larger MP and the Stand Management Plan
are intended to be used as a guide for the
WCBOC and Management Committee in
reaching the desired level of forest
management intensity and tree stocking on
the Community Forest to meet overall
objectives. They describe various forest
conditions
and
offer
general
recommendations. Specific actions on the
ground will need to be planned with more
detailed information collected at the time of
the action. The forest is dynamic and
conditions can change rapidly due to wind,
fire, available funding and other actions. The
plan should be reviewed and/or updated
every 5± years as forest conditions can
change rapidly with changes in weather
patterns, insect or disease conditions. If it
becomes possible to complete a more
intensive forest inventory, as was planned in
partnership with the Nez Perce Tribe in 2020,
the plan could be updated next year from
that information.
Continued partnership with the Nez Perce
Tribe’s Forest and Fire Management and
Cultural Resources programs for forest
inventory and surveys will aid, overall, in
how management will balance restoring and
sustaining forest health, preserve heritage elements of the natural setting, protect cultural resources and
provide economic returns. In the short-term, land managers will establish a 30-buffer to avoid the site eligible
for the National Registry of Historic Places.
The Forest Management Goals above recognize the importance of large old trees, snags and other wildlife trees
on the landscape. Snags and downed wood have not yet been inventoried. If it becomes possible to complete
a more intensive forest inventory, snags and downed wood could also be inventoried at that time and
management recommendations of individual stands can be updated. Once an inventory is complete, tools like
the United States Forest Service’s DecAID Advisor can aid land managers in assessing quantities of dead wood
recommended left for habitat.
Managers will also note that the Occupational Safety and Health Standards (OSHA) for logging operations has
specific guidance for snags and danger trees. OSHA defines a snag as any standing dead tree or portion thereof.
A "danger tree" is defined as a standing tree that presents a hazard to employees due to conditions such as,
but not limited to, deterioration or physical damage to the root system, trunk, stem or limbs, and the direction
and lean of the tree. (U.S. Department of Labor, 2014) The general guidance is to remove these hazards. Leaving
snags or danger trees in place has risks to people working or recreating on the Community Forest. Careful
consideration is needed in deciding to leave any potential hazards standing, including their proximity to
designated trails systems and/or ongoing work, and appropriate marking and posting of the hazard.
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